The capability of hard X-ray free-electron lasers (XFELs) to probe matter on the atomic length scale and femtosecond time scale opens a window into broad scientific areas ranging from single shot images of biological structures[@b1][@b2], to imaging the dynamics of matter[@b3], to creating matter in extreme conditions[@b4], and observing nonlinear optical effects in the hard X-ray range[@b5]. E. g., the availability of these short x-ray pulses of 50 fs and below holds open the possibility for structure determination of single molecules with atomic resolution by outrunning structural damage[@b6][@b7][@b8], which continues to be the most important limitation in x-ray protein crystallography[@b9]. Nevertheless, these experiments often still require a strongly focused beam in order to increase the fluence on the sample.

Over the last few years, a variety of X-ray optics[@b10][@b11][@b12] has been developed to cope with the high peak brilliance of XFEL radiation and to generate nanofocused XFEL beams. They have been shown to efficiently concentrate the XFEL pulse into a small area, thus increasing the fluence on the sample by many orders of magnitude. All those experiments that require high fluence greatly benefit from using a nanofocused beam. For instance, in coherent X-ray diffraction microscopy[@b13][@b14][@b15] the spatial resolution is limited by the fluence on the sample[@b16], in the creation of extreme states of matter using absorption of the XFEL pulse, the energy density transferred to a sample is determined by the fluence[@b4], and nonlinear processes depend strongly on peak intensities[@b5][@b17]. Especially, since nonlinear effects play a crucial role in experimental scenarios involving a tightly focused XFEL beam[@b18], the detailed modeling of these experiments requires --- ideally --- the exact knowledge of the wave front or at least of the intensity distribution on the sample.

The characterization of nanofocused X-ray pulses is particularly challenging, due to pulse-to-pulse fluctuations of the XFEL beam and a focused peak intensity well above the damage threshold of any material. To date, imprint techniques have predominantly been used by evaluating the damage in a flat surface caused by the intense X-rays[@b11][@b19]. With this technique, the focus size can be estimated from the size of the crater. However, it does not reveal the intensity distribution with high spatial resolution. Another proposed method, which is based on phase retrieval applied to single far-field diffraction patterns[@b20], has not found a practical implementation until now.

In recent years, scanning coherent diffraction microscopy, also known as ptychography, has revolutionized nanobeam characterization at synchrotron radiation sources. In this X-ray microscopy technique, a sample is scanned through a confined coherent beam, recording at each position of the scan a far-field diffraction pattern[@b21]. From these data, the complex transmission function, describing both the attenuation and phase shift by the object, and the complex illuminating wave field can be reconstructed quantitatively by iterative phase retrieval algorithms[@b22][@b23]. Besides hard X-ray micrographs of highest spatial resolution[@b22][@b24][@b25][@b26] the method gives full access to the spatial component of the complex wave field in the object plane and thus to the full caustic of the beam and to potential aberrations caused by the focusing optics[@b27][@b28][@b29][@b30][@b31].

Results
=======

We applied the method of ptychography to the characterization of a nanofocused XFEL beam at the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS)[@b32]. The experiment was carried out at the Matter in Extreme Conditions (MEC) instrument located in the far hall of the LCLS, 464 m from the XFEL undulator. [Fig. 1 (a)](#f1){ref-type="fig"} is a schematic of the experimental setup. A set of parabolic refractive X-ray lenses made of beryllium[@b33][@b34] was used to focus the XFEL pulses to a nominal full width at half maximum (FWHM) spot size of 115 nm about 250 mm behind the optic (see nanofocusing by beryllium CRL optics in the Methods). In order to avoid chromatic aberration and to stabilize the focus position along the optical axis, we fixed the photon energy of the XFEL beam to *E* = 8.2 keV by a four bounce (Bartels type) monochromator positioned at a distance of 376.4 m upstream the sample.

A resolution test chart \[cf. [Fig. 1 (b)](#f1){ref-type="fig"}\] was positioned at a distance of 0.5 mm behind the focus and was scanned through the focused beam in a two-dimensional grid perpendicular to the optical axis. At each scan position two far-field diffraction patterns \[cf. [Fig. 1 (c)](#f1){ref-type="fig"}\] were recorded by a two-dimensional detector located 4.14 m behind the focus (see experimental details in the Methods). The XFEL beam was attenuated using polished single crystal silicon absorbers to the level that the diffraction patterns do not exceed the dynamic range of the detector. As a result, the beam intensity on the sample was well below its damage threshold. Based on this set of diffraction patterns the object and average illumination were reconstructed using the algorithm by Maiden and Rodenburg[@b23] combined with a refinement of the scan positions (see position refinement in the Methods). The result of the reconstruction is depicted in [Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, showing both the phase of the object \[cf. [Fig. 2 (a)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}\] and the complex wave field in the plane of the object \[cf. [Fig. 2 (b)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}\].

For the reconstruction, we assumed that the wave field in the focus was constant over the whole ptychographic scan, ignoring the pulse-to-pulse fluctuations of the XFEL beam. It was a priori not clear if this is a well justified assumption. However, the results show that the fluctuations in the wave field of the focused XFEL beam are small enough to allow for a meaningful average reconstruction. This is supported by the fact that the ptychographic reconstruction converged well, giving a detailed image of the object free of aberrations even far outside of the scanned area \[cf. [Fig. 2 (a)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}\]. This is only possible if even the weak amplitudes of the illumination well away from the central focus are consistent and reconstructed faithfully. The maximum phase shift of approximately −1.8 rad is in good agreement with the theoretical value of −1.9 rad for a 1 μm thick tungsten layer.

Furthermore, one can check the consistency of the reconstructed wave field by numerically propagating it to the detector plane and comparing the resulting intensity distribution with that measured directly without sample and independently of the ptychogram. [Fig. 2 (c) and (d)](#f2){ref-type="fig"} show the measured intensity and the corresponding one determined numerically from the reconstructed wave field, respectively. The reconstructed far-field intensity varies slightly more than the measured one. However, it contains all the characteristic features of the measured far-field intensity.

The reconstructed average wave field can now be used to fully characterize the nanobeam and understand the aberrations of the optic. [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"} shows the complex wave field propagated along the optical axis using the Fresnel-Kirchhoff integral[@b35]. From [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"} it is apparent, that paraxial rays are focused to a shorter focal length (arrow 1 in [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}) than rays coming from larger angles (arrow 2 in [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). This spherical aberration is caused by deviations of the lens shape from a perfect rotational paraboloid and can occur, for example, when during fabrication of the lens the center of rotation is not perfectly aligned to the apex of the parabola. Therefore, the radius of curvature in the central area of the lens is typically increased as compared to the nominal parabolic shape. As a result, not all the intensity is focused to the central spot, giving rise to the side maxima \[cf. [Fig. 2 (b)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}\]. [Fig. 4 (d)](#f4){ref-type="fig"} shows a line profile through the focus that has a lateral extension of 125 nm FWHM, slightly larger than the expected size of 115 nm.

Finally, we can use the ptychographic data to reconstruct single pulse illumination functions for each pulse in the ptychographic data set and compare them to the average illumination. We do this by introducing an individual illumination to each ptychographic scan point and by refining them all with the ptychographic algorithm while keeping the (previously reconstructed) object function unchanged (see reconstruction of single-pulse illumination in the Methods). [Fig. 4(b) and (c)](#f4){ref-type="fig"} show two single pulse reconstructions. They appear quantitatively similar to the average wave field \[cf. [Fig. 4 (a)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}\] in the highest intensity part around the focus. The weaker amplitudes are slightly noisier, since there is only one diffraction pattern determining the single pulse illumination instead of several hundreds for the average illumination. Thus, the signal-to-noise ratio is reduced in these local reconstructions. The main features of the nanofocus, however, remain unchanged from pulse to pulse, despite pulse-to-pulse fluctuations of the XFEL beam. This in itself is an important result, showing that a focused XFEL beam is quite stable and reproducible in its spatial distribution.

Discussion
==========

We have shown that ptychography is perfectly suited to characterize XFEL nanobeams with unprecedented spatial resolution, giving access to the spatial distribution of the complex amplitudes of XFEL pulses. Additionally, the method can be extended to characterize unattenuated XFEL pulses by scanning periodic test objects. In this way, the important prerequisite of ptychography, namely that adjacent scan points have to be recorded with a certain mutual overlap of the illumination[@b21], could be virtually fulfilled by stepping to a new position on a similar object structure after each destructive pulse. We have successfully tested this approach by scanning the periodic test object in large steps with the attenuated beam.

Since most experiments rely at a minimum on the knowledge of the intensity distribution on the sample for their detailed modeling, the importance of the method for a fast and routine characterization of XFEL nanobeams is highlighted. The data presented here prove that a few tens of diffraction patterns are already sufficient to faithfully recover the illumination function.

Methods
=======

Nanofocusing by beryllium CRL optics
------------------------------------

The nanofocus was created by a set of 20 compound refractive X-ray lenses (CRLs) made of beryllium with a radius of curvature of *R* = 50 μm and geometric aperture of *D* = 300 μm. Due to absorption within the beryllium the aperture reduces to an effective aperture of *D*~eff~ = 250 μm. At the photon energy of *E* = 8.2 keV a diffraction limited spot with a size of 115 nm is expected at a focal distance of *f* = 250 mm. The device yields a gain in fluence of 2 × 10^6^ as compared to the flat XFEL beam.

Sample preparation
------------------

The resolution test chart contained a matrix of 40 by 40 identical Siemens stars with feature sizes from 200 nm down to 50 nm etched into a 1 μm thick tungsten layer. The sample was prepared in a trilayer process. First, a 1 μm thick tungsten layer was sputter deposited onto a 100 μm thick CVD diamond substrate. Then, a 30 nm thick chromium layer was electron-beam evaporated onto the tungsten. Finally, a 100 nm thick positive e-beam resist was spin-coated on top of the stack. Afterwards the resist was patterned with electron-beam lithography. The e-beam pattern was then transferred to the underlying chromium layer via a Cl~2~/O~2~-plasma-based reactive-ion-etch process. The chromium was finally used as hard mask for structuring the tungsten layer in a reactive-ion-etch step using a SF~6~/O~2~ mixture.

Experimental details
--------------------

The resolution test chart was positioned 0.5 mm behind the focus and was scanned through the beam in a 20 by 20 grid with a step size of 100 nm. Since the XFEL intensity fluctuates from pulse to pulse, two single-pulse far-field diffraction patterns were recorded at each scan position with a two-dimensional position sensitive detector (Princeton Instruments, PIXIS-XF 2048B) located 4.14 m behind the focus \[cf. [Fig. 1 (c)](#f1){ref-type="fig"}\]. This procedure increases the chance of recording a properly illuminated diffraction pattern. A 4 × 4-binning of the CCD reduced the pixel array to a size of 512 × 512 pixels with an effective pixel size of 54 × 54 μm^2^. The XFEL-beam was attenuated by polished single crystal silicon absorbers to 1% of the full beam intensity in order to prevent the saturation of the detector. At each position of the scan, the diffraction pattern with the highest integral intensity was selected for further processing. Of these, all those with an overall intensity of below 10% as compared to the diffraction pattern with maximum intensity were discarded. The remaining diffraction patterns served as input to the ptychographic reconstruction and were normalized to the pulse intensity.

Position refinement
-------------------

The sample was positioned with a nano-positioning piezo stage (PhysikInstrumente P-615 NanoCube) providing a nominal repeatability lower than 10 nm. In practice, however, it turned out that, due to thermal drifts and instabilities of the setup, the dial values of the device were not sufficiently accurate for a successful ptychographic reconstruction of the object. For this reason, we developed an algorithm, which permits the numerical refinement of the position values based on the measured diffraction patterns alone. The algorithm is designed as follows.

The procedure starts with a standard ptychographic phase retrieval using the expected position values. Since these values often differ significantly from the real ones, the algorithm delivers the transmission function of the object with a low spatial resolution and some aberrations. The illumination function on the other hand is typically retrieved to a high degree of accuracy[@b27]. This first guess of illumination and object function is sufficient to pursue a local search for the correct position values.

Given an illumination and object function, we can calculate a modeled diffraction pattern for each position of the illumination on the object. By comparing these modeled diffraction patterns to the ones measured, we can find the positions that best match the measured data (minimal least square distance between the two diffraction patterns) and associate these new positions with the measured diffraction patterns. In practice, this is done in a neighborhood of 20 × 20 pixels around the nominal positions.

After such a positional refinement step, the ptychogram is reconstructed anew, yielding a much better reconstruction of the object function. The refinement procedure can be repeated until the positions reach stable values. Here, six iterations were performed to reach convergence.

Reconstruction of single-pulse illumination
-------------------------------------------

The regular procedure for the ptychographic reconstruction relies on a constant common illumination for all points in the ptychographic scan[@b22][@b23]. For the XFEL source, we expect fluctuations in the illumination. In order to determine these fluctuations, we adopted the following procedure: for each scan point *i* we define an individual illumination *P~i~* and initialize it with the average illumination given in [Fig. 2 (b)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}. The object *O* is initialized to the reconstruction shown in [Fig. 2 (a)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}. We then use the ptychographic engine[@b23] to refine the local illumination while not updating the object. The illumination converges after a few hundred iterations. Two individual illuminations obtained in this way are shown in [Fig. 4 (b) and (c)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}.
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![Description of setup and sample.\
(a) Schematic outline of the experimental setup. Optical axis is not to scale. (b) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of a high-resolution test chart made of a 40 by 40 array of starlike structures, patterned into a tungsten layer (thickness 1 μm) on a diamond substrate (thickness 100 μm). Its smallest features have a size of about 50 nm. (c) Single-pulse far-field diffraction pattern recorded as part of the ptychographic dataset (logarithmic scale).](srep01633-f1){#f1}

![Numerically retrieved illumination and object function.\
(a) Ptychographic reconstruction of the test object (phase shift in radian). All scan points lie within the black rectangle. Two specific diffraction patterns obtained from areas marked with numbers 1 and 2 are used to investigate pulse-to-pulse fluctuations of the nanofocused X-ray beam. (b) Reconstructed average illumination function is shown on the same length scale. The amplitude is encoded by brightness and the phase by hue. (c) Measured far-field image of the focused beam without any sample in the beam. (d) Far-field image calculated from the reconstructed wave field.](srep01633-f2){#f2}

![Complex wave field propagated ±15 mm along the optical axis.\
The colors indicate the local phase as illustrated in the inset. Amplitude is encoded by brightness.](srep01633-f3){#f3}

![Comparison of illumination functions retrieved from a single diffraction pattern (single pulse) and multiple diffraction patterns (average).\
(a) Reconstructed average wave field in the sample plane. (b), (c) Wave fields obtained from a single diffraction pattern measured at position 1 and 2 as indicated in [Fig. 2 (a). (d)](#f2){ref-type="fig"} Intensity profiles through the focus for the average and individual wave fields presented above, showing both the individuality of single pulses and the similarity to the reconstructed average wave field. The phase is coded according to the color wheel.](srep01633-f4){#f4}
